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Introduction: Asteroid seismic degradation [1,2]  

combined with crater formation models can explain 
why large asteroids appear to have hemisphere-
spanning craters, whereas small asteroids lack unde-
graded craters larger than a fraction of the global ra-
dius.  This is quantified [3] using crater scaling rela-
tions and power-law approximations for stress wave 
particle velocity attenuation with radial distance.  

The critical crater diameter is the threshold at 
which cratering “goes global”: Dcrit is the smallest cra-
ter which degrades all prior topography to a scale 
<Dcrit; it is computed by balancing crater formation 
models with stress wave attenuation models.  Because 
it is a function of seismic attenuation, an asteroid’s 
largest undegraded crater bears a quantitative record of 
its global-scale attenuation of impact energy (Fig 1).  

New Results:  An extension of [3] is to consider 
the two or three largest undegraded craters, to assess 
whether critical crater equilibrium has been attained.  
As an example we compare Phobos (D~22 km) and 
Mathilde (D~53 km), both with craters about equal to 
their global diameter. Phobos has a single largest crater 
(DL=9.4 km) with no rivals, whereas Mathilde has five 
of six craters around 30 km diameter [4].  In this con-
text, Phobos has achieved its critical crater, which has 
degraded previous topography of that size, whereas 
Mathilde has not (arrow in Fig. 1). If so then Phobos is 
a competent propagator of stress energy (lower at-
tenuation, smaller Dcrit) compared to Mathilde. 
Mathilde’s Dcrit is probably larger than Mathilde.   

Fig. 1 plots seismic attenuation α as a function of 
χ=Dcrit/D, derived from gravity crater scaling relations. 
The assumptions are that (1) gravity scaling applies to 
the largest craters, (2) stress wave attenuation is repre-

sented by a power law, and (3) that the evolution of an 
asteroid’s largest-scale topography is governed by im-
pacts. Variations on (1) will be presented.  

The attenuation α is the exponent at which peak 
particle velocity decays with radial distance 
vp(r)=vi(r/ri)–α,. In shocks this exponent α is near 2, a 
value adopted by some analytical models of asteroid 
disruption.  But for global studies a much smaller at-
tenuation applies. Because asteroids can undergo 
ground upheaval and disassembly at cm/s to m/s parti-
cle velocities, seismic rather than shock attenuation is 
expected to apply, typically α~1.2.  If  χ is equated to 
χobs=DL/D (black dots) this gives an attenuation close 
to seismic values for most asteroids.   

If the above assumptions apply, then the following 
can be deduced: (1) For a given value of attenuation, 
the normalized critical crater diameter χ=Dcrit/D in-
creases with asteroid diameter D, providing a simple 
explanation for why small asteroids have no global 
craters, unlike large asteroids. (2) Stress wave particle 
velocities attenuate globally with about the 1.2-1.3 
power of distance for most asteroids; attenuation ap-
pears to be greater (α>~1.3-1.4) for porous asteroids. 
(3) For Mathilde-sized (~50 km) asteroids with at-
tenuation α=1.45 or higher, Dcrit exceeds the diameter 
of the target, and all craters are “local”; if impact gov-
erns their large-scale topography, such bodies become 
saturated with hemisphere-spanning craters.  

It is probable that χ~χobs for asteroids with one 
solitary large crater, while χ>χobs for asteroids with 
several craters that are almost equally large, so that 
Mathilde’s attenuation derived by setting χ=χobs is a 
lower limit (arrow in Fig. 1). Note that Itokawa is 
globally reset by an impact crater only ~30 m diameter 
(χ~0.1) – reset, that is, to scales of 30 m.  Also note 
that asteroids of lower density, or otherwise suspected 
of being highly porous (e.g. Mathilde, Phobos, Dactyl) 
appear to have the highest seismic attenuation.   
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